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The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is the domestic intelligence and secret police service These foreign offices
exist primarily for the purpose of coordination with foreign security services and do not .. the FBI's organized crime
informant program "one of the greatest failures in the history of federal law enforcement.

Agency personnel policy changed, requiring new agents to complete a rigorous, centralized training course. In
July , U. After Hoover died in his sleep in , President Richard M. Hoover responded by publicly calling King
the most "notorious liar" in the United States. The FBI has concurrent jurisdiction over narcotics violations
with the Drug Enforcement Administration , which is also part of the Department of Justice. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. In the decade that followed, the international
political map drastically altered, changing the global balance of power and permitting the rise of new threats to
United States national security. Comey Sept. Other landmark cases have dealt with such questions as the
admissibility of wiretapped conversations as evidence. Proponents of the DHS hope the agency will streamline
communication among intelligence and security agencies. The agency relies on both foreign and domestic
intelligence information, to aid its anti-terror operations. Review and assess operations and work performance
to ensure compliance with laws, rules, and regulations and to ensure efficiency, effectiveness, and economy of
operations. Challenges to cases built by the FBI have long broken ground in jurisprudence on police powers.
When the United States entered the war after the bombing of Pearl Harbor , FBI agents aided national defense
efforts by placing trained agents at key military and defense industry sites. Edgar Hoover Dec. Government
officials grew increasingly suspicious of anti-war organizations and the large demonstrations they organized.
Facebook LinkedIn Email In guidelines issued by Attorney General Michael Mukasey in the final months of
the Bush administration, the FBI gained broader latitude to initiate investigations on the basis of preventing
terrorist attacks or protecting national security. Hoover expanded the field office network from nine offices to
over 30 offices within ten years. Within 72 hours after the U. Edgar Hoover a great debt for building the FBI
into the finest law enforcement organization in the entire world. But as detailed below, his proved to be a
highly controversial tenure as Bureau Director, especially in its later years. Burns Aug. The FBI was
responsible for federal enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of , and aiding desegregation efforts by
investigating pro-segregation organizations and individuals. Mueller III Sept.


